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This integration of multiple disciplines 
and ways of thinking is only possible  
in an interdisciplinary centre such 
as the LCSB. We have developed a 
culture in which collaborative research, 
focusing on the big picture, comes first. 
This is what motivates us and is also 
extremely important for facing future 
challenges.

Medicine will change rapidly over the 
next few years: being able to analyse 
computer-based molecular and genetic 
networks better and better will lead to 
new strategies for the treatment of 
complex diseases such as Parkinson’s 
disease. Electronic medical records 
will necessitate new ways of handling 
patient data. And the patients will  
increasingly ask for access to their 
own data. 

The LCSB is well positioned to  
make a visible contribution in all of  
these fields and thus to increase  
Luxembourg’s standing in the bio- 
medical research landscape. Our  
annual report 2017 is evidence of this. 
Read through to see for yourself!

Rudi Balling

Digitalising biomedicine
Editorial

The LCSB is an interdisciplinary research centre at the University of 
Luxembourg. It is accelerating biomedical research by closing the link between 
systems biology and medical research. Collaboration between biologists, medical 
and computer scientists, physicists, engineers and mathematicians is offering new 
insights into complex systems like cells, organs and organisms. These findings are 
essential for understanding principal mechanisms of disease pathogenesis and for 
developing new tools in diagnostics and therapy.

Neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s disease and description of diseases 
as networks are at the focus of the LCSB’s research. The Centre has established 
strategic partnerships with leading biomedical laboratories worldwide and 
with all major biological and medical research units in Luxembourg. The LCSB 
fosters collaboration with industrial partners and accelerates the translation of 
fundamental research results into (clinical) applications.

LCSB in brief

Digitalisation is fundamentally changing  
our society. This is the result of the 
recent advancements in computer 
science. With high performance com-
puting, artificial intelligence and the 
capability to model complex systems, 
digitalisation is becoming a part of all 
areas of life – and the repercussions 
are felt in medicine and biomedical 
research. Information technology and 
computational biology are now strong 
drivers of research. And they are 
allowing us to bridge the gap between 
research and clinical application.

At the LCSB, we aligned our research 
strategy with this trend early on.  
This can be clearly seen in the results 
presented in our new annual report. 

From ELIXIR-LU, the new node that 
the LCSB forms in the European Life 
Sciences Infrastructure for Biological 
Information, to tranSMART, a platform 
that greatly facilitates the analysis of 
large sets of biomedical data, to re- 
search into computer models in the 
scope of Ines Thiele’s ERC Grant aimed 
at developing personalised cancer 
drugs: our scientific achievements are 
based to a large degree on IT and the 
intelligent combination of computer 
science and biology. This applies as 
much to fundamental research as to 
our activities in a clinical setting. NCER-
PD, the Luxembourg Parkinson’s cohort 
coordinated by the LCSB, would be in-
conceivable without our bioinformatics 
and electronic data management. 

f back to table of contents
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HORST – A unique partner in the lab

HORST is big. HORST fills the whole room - and he works 24/7. 
Horst is a unique robot. The acronym HORST stands for High Output 
Research Screening Tool. In fact, HORST is not just one robot, but an 
automated combination of different laboratory equipment and processes 
for cultivating human cells in miniaturised cell culture dishes and 
differentiating stem cells into neurons. HORST was built for one purpose: 
to investigate the effect of thousands of different active pharmaceutical 
ingredients (APIs) and drugs on cell cultures from individual Parkinson’s 
patients – fully automatically and very, very fast. With this machine, LCSB 
researchers Dr. Ibrahim Boussaad and Gérald Cruciani, members of the 
Clinical & Experimental Neuroscience Group led by Prof. Dr. Rejko Krüger, 
want to take a major step forward in personalised medicine – and to find 
new treatment approaches for diseases such as Parkinson’s. The key is 
that the researchers are not looking for novel APIs but are instead testing 
thousands of already approved APIs and drugs for positive effects that 
no one has ever known about. The potential is huge and the concept is 
called ‘re-purposing’. If they do find the kinds of positive effects they 
are looking for, it could mean a fast track toward a new use for a 
known drug.

Scan the QR-Code 
and watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drOWKyTL0K8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drOWKyTL0K8
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Internationally competitive 
and renowned for systems 
biomedicine

Director’s interview

Professor Balling, the LCSB has become 
a major player in biomedical research – 
both in Luxembourg and worldwide. Has 
the institute finally reached the place 
where you wanted it to be?
Prof. Dr. Rudi Balling: Well, we do 
research – so, by definition, there is 
no final destination. But I could put it 
another way, which is that we are now 
truly living up to our claim that we do 
systems biomedical research. In the 
first few years of our existence, it 
was little more than an aspiration; we 
genuinely started at zero. Now, we are 
internationally competitive and well-
known for systems biomedicine.

By what do you measure that?
Balling: By our publications, for one 
thing; it wasn’t until last year that 

we had papers in this field published 
in outstanding journals such as Cell, 
Nature and Science. But it was the 
ERC grant for Ines Thiele that made 
our strong position visible to a larger 
audience. Ines conducts systems bio-
medicine par excellence, and only the 
best receive an ERC grant.

When I look at the list of the LCSB pub-
lications, I see a thematic focus on the 
microbiome.
Balling: Yes, that’s right. You could say 
2017 was the year of the microbiome at 
the LCSB. We have made tremendous 
progress here in analysing, for example, 
what influences the bacterial commu-
nities living in our gut have on us. We 
are steadily fortifying the foundation 
on which to study these highly complex 

relationships in detail, to model them, 
and to understand their connection 
with diseases such as Parkinson’s.

What would be an example of that?
Balling: It is believed that people who 
suffer from certain sleep disorders are 
at elevated risk of developing Parkin-
son’s disease. The LCSB has therefore 
started cooperating with a sleep labo-
ratory. Stool samples reveal that the 
gut microbiomes of people with a spe-
cific sleep disorder differ from those of 
healthy people in a way similar to those 
of Parkinson’s patients. Why is that? 
What are the effects on the human 
metabolism if certain bacterial species 
are eliminated, or if others proliferate 
in greater numbers? These are mecha-
nisms we want to explain.

You are focusing increasingly on the de-
tails. Won’t that weaken the connection 
to the clinics and the needs of patients?
Balling: No, we take extra care to 
make sure this connection is not lost. 
I imagine research at the LCSB to be 
like a capital T: the vertical bar repre-
sents the depth, the level of detail, at 
which we study the disease processes. 
Consider, for example, how important a 
single bacterial species in the gut or a 
specific environmental pollutant can be 
in the onset of Parkinson’s disease. The 
T is growing ever taller. The horizontal 
bar of the T stands for the breadth of 
the methods we employ. And, over the 
years, we have strengthened our posi-
tion not only – but especially – in the 
clinical context. NCER-PD, the National 
Centre of Excellence in Research on 

Parkinson’s Disease, is now operating 
strongly and is well networked with 
the clinics in Luxembourg. The patient 
cohort studies, in which we are accom-
panying and examining people with and 
without Parkinson’s disease over very 
long periods of time, are very well 
received.

Another important aspect in this con-
text is the training of physicians and 
clinical researchers. We are involved, 
with other national stakeholders, in the 
initiation of a medical education pro-
gramme here in Luxembourg. The prep-
arations to set up this new programme 
started last year. This is a great suc-
cess and will help to strengthen the 
patient-orientation and interdisciplin-
arity of research in Luxembourg. 

And the results of the LCSB´s research 
are making their way to the patients?
Balling: Not in the form of drugs – yet. 
Although that is of course one of the 
major goals. Following the example of 
the Netherlands, Luxembourg has now 
set up its own ParkinsonNet coordinated 
by the LCSB. Physicians, therapists, re- 
searchers and patients are building up 
this integrated care platform for shar-
ing their experiences and align treat-
ments according to research results, 
new approaches to therapy, or better 
diagnostic methods. Soon, Parkinson’s 
patients in the Grand Duchy will be 
feeling the benefits of the new network 
because they will have access to thera-
pies based on the latest knowledge – 
amongst others the patient-oriented re-
search results coming out of the LCSB.

Prof. Dr. Rudi Balling

f back to table of contents
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Scan the QR-Code 
and watch the video

European 
repository for 
biomedical data

ELIXIR-LU 

sets« Schneider continues. »Analysing 
these data in different contexts could 
lead to new diagnostic methods, better 
therapies, or innovative approaches in 
the prevention of certain diseases.«

The launch event combined talks from 
Luxembourgish and European stakehol-
ders and presentations tackled topics 
such as the new data protection legis-
lation, big data economy and patients’ 
perspectives on sharing personal data, 
sparking discussions about challenges 
and opportunities ahead. The event 
brought together researchers from 
several national research institutions as 
well as members from patients’ associa-
tions, industry, the European Commission 
and various public bodies, showing the 
interest in the new infrastructure and its 
services. Digital health, secure access to 
biomedical data, a research and health-
care connected landscape, »Let’s make 
it happen!« was the watchword of the day.

cal data for industry and the growing 
importance of the data economy.

Using modern genome analysis, re-
searchers nowadays can employ high-
throughput methods for generating 
data of inestimable scientific value in 
medical research. So far, however, only a 
fraction of the potential wealth of data 
has been tapped because the data have 
only ever existed in locally accessible 
and temporarily available data stores. 
»Many research institutions don’t have
the capacity to store the vast amounts 
of data generated in these analyses,« 
says Dr. Reinhard Schneider, head of 
the ELIXIR-LU Node and the LCSB 
Bioinformatics Core. ELIXIR-LU will 
grant secure access to personalised 
biomedical data from multiple countries 
and make them permanently available 
for research. »It allows scientists to 
browse through the data much like in 
a catalogue, and to find relevant data 

ELIXIR-LU is funded by the Ministry 
of Higher Education and Research and 
strongly supported by the Ministry of 
Health, and the two ministers opened 
the event. Marc Hansen, Deputy Minis-
ter of Higher Education and Research, 
highlighted that the creation of the 
Luxembourg Node is a »sign of the 
country’s new orientation as a hub of 
internationally renowned research and 
expertise, as well as a direct result of 
the government’s decision to invest in 
digitalisation«. Praising this positive 
trend, Lydia Mutsch, the Minister of 
Health, emphasised that »the govern-
ment needs to support research teams 
and provide them with the adequate 
infrastructures, including advanced 
data centres and high performance 
computing capacities.« The support of 
ELIXIR-LU, she adds, is a successful ex-
ample of this approach. The Ministry of 
the Economy was represented as well, 
highlighting the relevance of biomedi-

ELIXIR-LU is online! In September 2017, the LCSB hosted 

a launch event for ELIXIR-LU: the new node in the ELIXIR 

network (European Life Sciences Infrastructure for Biological 

Information) was made officially accessible to researchers. 

Some 100 visitors came to learn more about this new initiative. 

In ELIXIR twenty countries have established a hub-and-node 

infrastructure to make biological data accessible for research. 

The Luxembourg national platform focuses especially on inte-

grated molecular and clinical data and offers new perspectives 

in the analysis of biomedical data. 

Power for the top athletes among the cells

Ass. Prof. Dr. Anne Grünewald’s subject of research are 
mitochondria, the power plants of cells. In the scope of her 
ATTRACT fellowship, the head of the Molecular and Functional 
Neurobiology Group is studying the role of these cell components 
in the development of Parkinson’s Disease (PD). »Among the cells 
in our body, neurons are the top athletes. If they aren’t provided 
with enough energy, we risk damaging the nervous system – just 
like in PD.« Mitochondria have their own DNA and are of utmost 
importance as energy suppliers. Grünewald and her team want to 
find out exactly what impact changes in the mitochondrial DNA 
can have on the onset of Parkinson’s Disease. Anne Grünewald 
began her work at the LCSB in 2016. »Thanks to the excellent 
conditions and support through the ATTRACT programme of the 
Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR), it took very little time 
for my team to become productive here in Luxembourg. There is 
hardly any other research location where things can go so fast.«

© Luxembourg National
Research Fund (FNR)

f back to table of contents
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3D cell cultures 
for brain research 

Developmental & Cellular Biology

Parkinson’s disease much better than 
we could before. We can test what 
effects environmental impacts such 
as pollutants have on the onset of 
the disease, whether there are active 
agents that could possibly relieve the 
symptoms of Parkinson’s – or whether 
the disease could even be cured,« 
Schwamborn summarises. 

On top of all this, the LCSB researchers’ 
approach offers economic opportuni-
ties. The patent for producing these 
cell cultures has already been licensed 
by a LCSB spin-off: Braingineering 
Technologies SARL (BTech), a biotech 
company.

Schwamborn adds: »The production 
of tissue cultures is highly elaborate. 
BTech will be developing technologies 
by which we can provide the cultures 
for a fee to other labs or the pharma-
ceutical industry for their research.«

The study was funded by the Luxem-
bourg National Research Fund (FNR) 
throught its programmes CORE and 
AFR, by the University of Luxembourg, 
by JPND Research, and by the European 
Union in the scope of the H2020 project 
SysMedPD. The LCSB scientists and 
their collaboration partners published 
the results in the journal »Stem Cell 
Reports«.

Cell cultures and animal experiments are proven methods in medical 

research. In brain research, for example, such methods reveal 

important insights into the causes and possible treatments 

of neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s disease. 

However, not all structures and functions of the human 

brain can be represented with sufficient accuracy in 

these models. Scientists of the LCSB Developmental 

& Cellular Biology Group, led by Prof. Dr. Jens 

Schwamborn, have now succeeded in developing a 

three-dimensional cell culture model of the human 

midbrain that opens up new possibilities in research. 

experimental data to be more compa-
rable to what’s happening in the patient 
than data obtained from rat or mouse 
experiments would be,« Schwamborn 
emphasises. The organoids further- 
more offer new approaches in research. 
Because they can be grown from skin 
cells taken from Parkinson’s patients 
and from healthy people, for example, 
they open up the possibility of compar- 
ative studies. 

The researchers in Schwamborn’s 
LCSB group already have several 
projects running with the 3D cultures. 
»With our new cell cultures, we can 
study the mechanisms that lead to 

is required for maintaining controlled 
body movements. In Parkinson’s dis-
ease, the dopaminergic neurons die off, 
and this results in tremors and other 
motor symptoms in patients. 

The 3D cell cultures, however, are 
valuable for more than just 

the presence of this spe-
cific cell type. In these 
so-called organoids, 
the cells connect 
together in a network, 
whereupon they can 

transmit and process 
signals. »Due to their 

spatial organisation, they 
exhibit characteristics that 

cannot be observed in classical flat 
cell cultures,« Schwamborn explains 
one of the advantages.

The midbrain organoids and the ani- 
mal tests complement one another  
perfectly, the organoids meeting 
certain needs. »The tissue cultures 
are of human origin. So we believe the 

The model is a miniature artificial 
tissue culture derived from human 

stem cells. Skin cells donated by pa-
tients are transformed back into stem 
cells and, under special growth condi-
tions, these stem cells can be induced 
to develop into brain cells. In 
another, more elaborate 
method, they grow into 
three-dimensional tis-
sue cultures with a 
brain-like structure. 
»The cells follow an 
intrinsic programme 
that essentially cor-
responds to the early 
stage of human develop-
ment,« explains Schwam-
born. Over a span of several weeks, 
different cell types develop that are 
characteristic of the human midbrain; 
in addition to glial and auxiliary cells, 
there are also so-called dopaminergic 
neurons. The latter are of particular 
interest in Parkinson’s disease re-
search. Dopaminergic neurons produce 
the neurotransmitter dopamine which 

Prof. Dr. Jens Schwamborn and his team.

f back to table of contents
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Community-driven 
data analysis

Bioinformatics Core

Potential target for Alzheimer‘s treatment

The Biomedical Data Science group of the LCSB, led by Dr. Enrico 
Glaab, is focusing on the development and application of software tools 
to identify biomarkers and drug targets, primarily for Parkinson’s and 
Alzheimer’s diseases. Recently the group has investigated the role of the 
so-called tau protein. Tau deposits and forms protein bundles among the 
neurons in the brains of people with Alzheimer’s disease. This causes an 
impairment of the stabilisation and transport processes for which tau 
is normally responsible, and probably plays a crucial role in the death 
of neurons and the onset of Alzheimer’s disease. Through computer 
modelling and experimental validation in cell cultures and zebrafish 
models, Glaab’s team and LCSB colleagues have identified a new gene 
that has an impact on the production of tau. »With our new approach, 
we can use the regulating gene USP9 to influence tau. In cell cultures 
and in zebrafish, we have demonstrated that the tau gene is transcribed 
less frequently when the activity of USP9 is blocked.« The researchers 
believe the regulatory role of the USP9 gene presents a basis for 
developing new therapeutic methods against Alzheimer’s. This work 
was supported by the Geoffrey Been Alzheimer‘s Initiative, the 
BrightFocus Foundation and the Luxembourg Fondation Wivine. 
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Biomedical data exist in colossal amounts. Hidden in the data stores of research laboratories and 

pharmaceutical companies involved in R&D are treasures untold – if only we had a systematic way to access 

and analyse these data. Unfortunately, the data are generated, prepared and stored in almost as many 

different ways as there are institutions generating them. The LCSB is involved in various projects of the 

European Innovative Medicine Initiative (IMI) aimed at rectifying this situation. Coordinating and leading 

these projects is Dr. Reinhard Schneider, head of the Bioinformatics Core of the LCSB. »We are involved in 

both data preparation, or curation, and the provision and analysis of data.«

IMI is a partnership between the EU and 
the European pharmaceutical industry 
and facilitates open collaboration in 
research to advance the development 
of personalised medicines. As many of 
its projects involve the integration of 
data from different sources, IMI has 
started to build ETRIKS, a knowledge 
management platform. One important 
tool Schneider’s team and many other 
partners are using and refining for this 
purpose is tranSMART. This is a tool 
that considerably simplifies the analysis 
of biomedical data, as Schneider ex-
plains. »A given clinical study will quickly 
amass tens of thousands of data sets, 
each of which contains thousands of 
variables. So far, in order to find any 
correlations, researchers have had to 
enlist experts to elaborately prepa-
re the data sets for each and every 
problem.«

tranSMART has changed all that. Now, 
the data are entered according to a 
strict hierarchical system and made 
accessible through a visualisation tool. 
»While it does still require a fair degree 
of specialised knowledge,« Schneider 
says, »tranSMART lets scientists 
combine and group data sets according 
to their specific working hypotheses. 
Via the new interactive visual analysis, 

the software then quickly calculates 
whether there are statistically signifi-
cant correlations in the data material 
that either confirm or refute the re-
searchers’ hypotheses. So, for example, 
whether an active ingredient exhibits 
the desired medical effect or not.«

tranSMART was originally developed by 
a major pharmaceutical company which 
then donated it to a public foundation 
as freeware in the scope of the IMI. 
There is now an open source, public/ 
private community developing this 
comprehensive tool for clinical and 
translational research, and the Bio-
informatics Core of the LCSB is part 

of it. Relying on the idea that users, 
developers, and stakeholders are the 
best source of innovation, tranSMART 
allows all to benefit from experts 
globally. »We have continued to refine 
tranSMART so that it can now be used 
on a large scale for the whole biomedi-
cal research community,« Schneider 
reports. »tranSMART has also become 
a component in our software platform 
which plays an important part in 
ELIXIR-LU (see p. 7). We have made 
important contributions to all of these 
projects, such as the interactive visu-
alisation system, and in the process, 
have learned a lot when it comes to 
our own research.«

f back to table of contents
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Searching for the unknown
Environmental Cheminformatics

the onset of diseases like Parkinson’s. 
I want to find out what substances 
those are.«

Sounds like a good plan, Dr. Schymanski. 
How will it work? »My most important 
method is non-targeted, high-reso-
lution liquid chromatography–mass 
spectrometry, or LC-MS for short. 
Using this, we can separate mixtures 
of substances - extracted from blood 
or tissue samples for example - into 
their components. We can then observe 
them in multiple series of experiments 
to see how the proportions of individual 
substances or groups of substances 
change over time.« Schymanski is spe-
cifically interested in substances that 
can be correlated with a given biological 
or toxicological effect – such as a gene 

complex mixtures, their structure is 
a trade secret, or they were already 
modified in the environment before 
reaching the sewage plant.«

A sewage plant is therefore a big black 
box. Emma Schymanski has worked 
hard to shed light into the darkness, 
and has developed methods to identify 
the substances in wastewater that 
affect environmental processes. 

At the LCSB she is now focusing on 
environmental factors implicated in 
the onset of Parkinson’s disease. 
»Humans are also exposed to many 
substances from the environment. They 
convert them through their metabolism, 
and discharge them again. Some of 
these substances could be involved in 

A lot of the substances present in the 
environment have not yet been iden-
tified and it is difficult to know what 
to look for. As a specialist in analytical 
chemistry, Emma Schymanski has the 
expertise to change that. »There is a 
gap into which my research fits perfect-
ly. At the LCSB, I can make a contribu-
tion towards a better understanding of 
Parkinson’s disease and its causes.«

Dr. Emma Schymanski’s manner is 
charmingly confident. The chemist 
and environmental engineer previously 
worked at the Swiss aquatic research 
institute Eawag. »My task was to 
identify environmental pollutants in 
water, such as the wastewater treated 
in sewage plants,« Schymanski says. 

How on earth does that relate to 
Parkinson’s research? »A sewage plant 
has highly complex metabolic and 
transformation processes occurring« 
Emma Schymanski explains. »At the 
top, you have a whole lot of chemicals 
flowing in with the wastewater, which 
then get converted in the plant and 
flow back out again at the bottom with 
the treated water, ideally as a mixture 
of harmless substances. To date, we 
only know the chemical composition 
of a fraction of these substances.« 
This, Schymanski explains, is because 
»the substances either occur in highly 

Dr. Emma Schymanski started 

the new Environmental Chem-

informatics Group at the LCSB in 

September 2017. The Australian 

researcher is investigating which 

chemical substances from our 

environment could be risk factors 

for Parkinson’s disease. 

mutation or the manifestation of clearly 
defined disease symptoms. »Once we 
have identified substances of this na-
ture, biologists and medical researchers 
can then investigate how they affect 
the body and what influence they have 
on the disease.«

The challenge in all this is processing 
the data, as Schymanski asserts: 
»We have to develop new algorithms 
to identify – as far as possible – the 
relevant substances of which we know 
neither the name, the mass, nor even 
the structure. And we need sound 
correlations between the presence of 
the substances and the effects they 
have. The LCSB has so many fascinating 
research questions in store for me as 
an environmental cheminformatician.«Dr. Emma Schymanski

f back to table of contents
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Alzheimer‘s disease 
under the microscope

Integrative Cell Signalling

function. They change, become neuro-
toxic, and favour neurodegeneration 
instead of combatting it.« Cell experi-
ments and Alzheimer mouse models 
have already demonstrated a correlation 
between misregulated microglia and 
brain damage. 

Bouvier’s interest was first captured 
by this special cell type while he was 
doing his post-doc at McGill University 
in Montreal, Canada. »While I was there, 
I developed a high resolution optical 
microscopy technique that allowed very 
precise study of human brain cells in 
a three-dimensional environment. The 
novelty of this approach is that this is 
done on autopsy brain samples from 
patients,« the biologist explains. After 
moving to the LCSB, he complemented 
this technique with a computer-aided 
analytical method. Key to this develop-
ment was his close collaboration with 
data scientists at the LCSB. »With this 

novel approach, we can now generate 
large volumes of data and visualise as 
well as analyse changes in the microglia 
by automated means.« 

Despite the initial findings, many open 
questions still remain: By what features 
do abnormal microglial cells stand out? 
When do they arise in the course of 
the disease, and where? How do they 
damage the brain exactly? To answer 
these questions, scientists study
tissue samples from deceased Alz-
heimer’s patients under their micros-
copes at the LCSB. Currently, the 
samples they are examining still come 
from the Douglas-Bell Canada Brain 
Bank. However, under the direction of 
Prof. Dr. Mittelbronn, who heads the 
newly formed Neuropathology research 
group at the LCSB (see also p. 24), 
Luxembourg is in the process of estab-
lishing its own brain bank. In the future, 
this brain bank could store tissue 

samples from Alzheimer’s patients, 
which will considerably expedite future 
neuropathological research in Luxem-
bourg. Once the fundamental questions 
have been answered, this research will 
also gain direct significance for clinical 
researchers, Bouvier is convinced. Ulti-
mately, the goal is to find therapeutic 
options for this currently incurable 
disease – and microglial cells could 
represent an entirely new approach for 
exactly that. »In particular, because 
microglia are so changeable and adapt-
able, there is an enormous potential 
to influence them with chemical or 
biological agents and to cancel their 
toxic action, maybe even in relatively 
late stages of the disease,« Bouvier 
anticipates. 

This work is supported by the Luxem-
bourg Rotary Club under its »Espoir en 
tête« programme and by the Fondation 
Gustave and Simone Prévot.

In 1906, Alois Alzheimer was the first person to describe the changes that occur in 

the brain of people afflicted with the neurological disease that now bears his name. 

While studying the brain of a deceased patient, he noticed characteristic amyloid 

deposits, as well as collections of oddly formed cells. These were identified shortly 

after as microglial cells but, despite all the time that has passed between 

then and now, their role in the disease process is still not fully under-

stood. To change that, Dr. David Bouvier and his colleagues in the 

Integrative Cell Signalling Group at the LCSB are studying brain 

samples, obtained post-mortem from Alzheimer patients, with 

an elaborate approach combining high-resolution light micro-

scopy and an automated computational analysis.

The researchers are especially inter- 
ested in characterising the changes 
that microglial cells undergo during the 
course of Alzheimer’s disease. Microg-
lia are incidentally also known as the 
immune cells of the brain, having a 
protective function in the brain. »They 
play an important role in the defence 
against pathogens and the repair of 
damaged tissue,« explains Bouvier. 
»But in the course of Alzheimer’s 
disease, certain populations of these 
cells appear to lose their protective Dr. David Bouvier and Dr. Luis Salamanca
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Science meets politics
FNR Pairing Scheme

believes. He and his team hosted the 
politician Franz Fayot for a day. Fayot 
watched the researchers at work on 
their microbe experiments and joined 
them for lunch. »We had interesting 
discussions, for example about the 
career perspectives of researchers 
in Luxembourg,« Wilmes reports, and 
adds »there is room for improvement.« 
Fixed-term contracts are the internati-
onal norm in science, but in Luxembourg 
researchers cannot stay for longer than 
five years at a given institution – which 
is far too short to secure strategic 
branches of research in Luxembourg.

Reciprocal visits to parliament and to laboratories have strengthened 

the ties between researchers and political decision-makers. Ass. Prof. 

Dr. Paul Wilmes and Franz Fayot live in two different worlds. Wilmes 

is a scientist on a quest for fundamental knowledge. The head of the 

LCSB Eco-Systems Biology group spends each day doing meticulous 

work in the laboratory and on the computer. Franz Fayot is a politician 

in the Luxembourg Socialist Workers’ Party (LSAP) and a member of 

the Chamber of Deputies since 2011. For him, a typical workday involves 

attending meetings, debating, reconciling interests and making far-

reaching decisions. 

Prof. Dr. Paul Wilmes and Franz Fayot 
were paired up on the initiative of the 
Luxembourg National Research Fund 
(FNR) and parliament – along with 
another 30 scientists and parliamen-
tarians. This pairing scheme was the 
occasion to get people talking and to 
cast a glance into each other’s world. 
»It was an unusual and valuable oppor-
tunity to meet with policymakers,« 
says Prof. Dr. Rejko Krüger, who heads 
the Clinical & Experimental Neuro-
science Group at the LCSB. He, too, 
was involved in this scheme bringing 
researchers and politicians together. 

During his talks with Franz Fayot, the 
biologist appealed for advice on sol-
ving these problems. »The meetings 
helped the politicians gain a better 
insight into what we are working on in 
research – and what relevance it has 
for society,« he is convinced. »Science 
is expected to boost the knowledge 
economy,« Wilmes says. But that 
does come at a price: »The political 
world has to keep in mind that it takes 
patience and stamina to do excellent 
science.«

Rejko Krüger is convinced that the ini-
tiative has raised awareness on both 
sides for their respective concerns. 
»The feedback has been positive all 
round.« The researchers at the LCSB 
all agree that, even if the meetings 
have no immediate short-term effect, 
they will do something in the long 
term. »At any rate, they built trust 
and understanding – as well as a 
direct communication channel to each 
other,« Paul Wilmes says. 

»It would be nice if the scheme were 
to be prolonged,« Rejko Krüger adds. 
Officially, it ended in March 2017 – un-
officially, however, the communication 
has continued. »I am still in regular 
contact with Franz Fayot,« says Paul 
Wilmes. The two worlds have obviously 
moved closer together. The initiative 
could not have had a better outcome. 

Rejko Krüger met with Dr. Alexander 
Krieps – a deputy of the Democratic 
Party (DP) and a practicing physician 
in the City of Luxembourg. »It was a 
good pair-up,« Krüger is pleased to say. 
»It let me gain new insights into the 
health politics of the country.« Con-
versely, the researcher found Krieps to 
have an open ear to his ideas regarding 
new concepts in medicine, as a way 
to create more options for patients in 
clinical-scientific research. 

»The encounters were a positive expe-
rience on both sides,« Paul Wilmes also 
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Eco-Systems Biology

Parkinson’s disease is typically diag- 
nosed around the age of 60. However, 
the disease will have already begun 
years or even decades earlier. At the 
time of the diagnosis, a large portion of 
the dopamine-producing neurons in the 
substantia nigra of the brain will have 
already died off, never to be replaced.
If we could diagnose the disease at an 
earlier stage, we might just be able to 
prevent this devastating destruction of 
the brain from happening. Accordingly, 
finding the origin of the disease is one 
of the priorities of ongoing Parkinson’s 
research.

A number of experts suspect that an as 
yet unknown pathogen makes its way 
into the body via the nose or gastroin-
testinal tract and sets the pathological 
processes in motion from some location 
far from the brain. These processes 
may then propagate through the nerve 
pathways to the brain, where – decades 
later – they lead to the destruction of 
the dopaminergic cells. In order to test 
this hypothesis further, the team led 
by Paul Wilmes conducted a search 
for possible changes in the bacterial 
community of the gut. Included in this 
search, alongside the LCSB researchers, 
were Prof. Dr. Brit Mollenhauer of the 
Paracelsus-Elena-Klinik in Kassel and 
the University Medical Center Göttin-
gen, and Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Oertel of 
the Philipps University of Marburg. 

The scientists compared the so-called 
microbiome of 76 Parkinson’s patients 

with that of 78 healthy people and with 
that of 21 people who were diagnosed 
with a sleep disorder called iRBD 
(idiopathic rapid-eye-movement sleep 
behaviour disorder). People with iRBD 
have a high risk of developing Parkin-
son’s disease later in life. »We were 
able to differentiate Parkinson’s pa-
tients from healthy controls by their 
respective gut bacteria,« explains 
Dr. Anna Heintz-Buschart from the 
Eco-Systems Biology Group, who headed 
the study. »A majority of the known 
differences were already discernible in 
the iRBD group. For example, certain 
germs were more prevalent in one 
group while the count was lower in 
others.« 

»In further studies, we will employ 
much finer, higher resolution analytical 
methods that will allow us to detect 
and characterise any existing differ-

ences much better,« Wilmes explains. 
One of the long-term goals of these 
studies is to find a biomarker by 
which changes can be detected at an 
early stage. »We are on the hunt,« 
Wilmes pledges. It is suspected that, 
at an early stage of the disease, the 
bacteria in the gut community undergo 
a shift in the functions they perform. 
»We believe we can use such a shift 
in functions as a biomarker. Also, 
we have already formulated clear hy-
potheses based on our results, which 
we are now testing in experimental 
systems.«

There are plans to include even more 
patients in the studies to come. This 
work has secure financial backing from 
the Luxembourg National Research 
Fund (FNR), the German Research 
Foundation and the Michael J. Fox 
Foundation. 

Parkinson’s disease is primarily a disease of the brain. Yet it appears 

quite possible that this neurological disease originates in an entirely 

different region of the body, namely in the gastrointestinal tract. This 

hypothesis has been discussed among experts for some time now, 

and is also being investigated by the researchers in Ass. Prof. Dr. 

Paul Wilmes’ Eco-Systems Biology Group at the LCSB. In one study, 

they have already shown that the bacterial community in the gut of 

Parkinson’s patients differs from that in healthy people. From their 

continuing research, the scientists now want to learn whether these 

differences can be used to diagnose the disease – and whether they 

might even offer a starting point for its prevention and treatment. 

Tackling Parkinson’s disease 
at its roots

Ass. Prof. Dr. Paul Wilmes and his team
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MitoCarte

and learnt a lot about the basics of 
molecular biology like the organisation 
of the cell, while the university students 
were also involved in retrieving informa-
tion related to mitochondria from exist-
ing databases and scientific literature. 
They also used their computational 
background to illustrate protein inter-
actions and metabolic reactions within 
the mitochondria. »For the high school 
students, in particular, the practical 
internship was an excellent opportunity 
to learn how scientists work. This can 
help them make decisions in choosing 
their profession,« says Dr. Maren 
Krüger, who works at the Scienteens 
Lab. In turn, inspiring young talents is 
important for the LCSB. »Projects like 
this are excellent for boosting young 
people’s interest in modern biomedical 
research,« she adds. 

At the end of the internship, the results 
speak for themselves: a single click fills 
the screen with a network of over 1,200 
metabolic processes and more than 
400 signal pathways, which scientists 
can navigate easily using an interactive 
touch screen. »It will be available world-
wide, and can provide a valuable tool 
when searching for new treatment 
methods for Parkinson’s and other 
neurodegenerative diseases,« says 
Dr. Ronan Fleming, head of the LCSB 
Systems Biochemistry Group and lead 
scientist on the MitoCarte project. 

research group at the LCSB offers all 
scientists who are studying mitochond-
rial malfunctions a valuable tool for 
analysing their research results. In 
mere seconds, the entire biochemical 
network can be brought up on screen 
and shown either as an overview or in 
detail by zooming in and out – much 
like a virtual road map,« explains Jenni-
fer Modamio Chamarro, a PhD student 
in the LCSB Systems Biochemistry 
Group. 

During their internship, the students 
helped developed the MitoCarte and 
thus took part in a real scientific proj-
ect. Their tasks were adapted to their 
level of knowledge and skills. The high-
school students focused more on the 
graphical representation of the network 

Since 2012, high school students have been able to attend workshops 

at the Scienteens Lab, where they can conduct their own experiments 

under the supervision of experienced scientists and familiarise 

themselves with the working world of the natural sciences. Time and 

again, after spending a day at the Scienteens Lab of the University of 

Luxembourg, the participants wish they could spend even more time 

there, delving into the world of science. 

Last summer, the wish for a two-month 
internship finally came true for four 
high school students: under the super-
vision of experts from the LCSB, the 
four spent their summer holidays 
collaborating with nine university stu-
dents from various fields, be it biology, 
medicine or computer science, on the 
MitoCarte project.

The MitoCarte is an interactive virtual 
representation of the network of 
chemical reactions inside mitochondria. 
Mitochondria are important structures 
in the cell that perform many essential 
tasks as the »power plants« of cells. A 
disruption in their function can result 
in diseases. Mitochondrial defects 
are implicated in Parkinson’s disease, 
for example. »With the MitoCarte, our 

Lush Young Researcher Prize for LCSB scientist

Anna Monzel from the LCSB Developmental & Cellular Biology Group of Prof. Dr. 
Jens Schwamborn received one of this year’s Young Researcher Prizes awarded by the 
British cosmetics company Lush. Lush awards this prize to those who are working on alter-
natives to animal testing for the future of research and industry, to allow them to advance in 
this area. Anna Monzel won the prize for the development of a three-dimensional cell culture 
model of the human midbrain. The miniature artificial tissue cultures are derived from human 
skin cells that have first been reprogrammed into induced pluripotent stem cells and then grown, 
over several steps, into three-dimensional brain-like structures called organoids. These organoids 
expand the possibilities  for research on neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson‘s: they 
behave similarly to the tissue in the human midbrain and can be developed from patients’ cells, 
offering tailored models. »We will be using the £10,000 in prize money for further research into 
the causes of Parkinson’s disease,« Monzel declares. 
(See also »3D cell cultures for brain research« on page 8)

A very 
special internship
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New initiatives against 
neurodegenerative diseases

Research, prevention and care

Prof. Dr. Rejko Krüger is a neurologist who is highly engaged in 

research and care. Backed by a PEARL Grant from the Luxem-

bourg National Research Fund (FNR), he heads the Clinical and 

Experimental Neuroscience Group at the LCSB and is responsible 

for the National Centre for Excellence in Research on Parkinson’s 

disease (NCER-PD), for ParkinsonNet and for the Programme for 

Dementia Prevention. »That’s a lot of important components and 

they all fit very well together,« says Krüger: »We do fundamental 

research on Parkinson’s disease at the LCSB, linked with clinical 

research in NCER-PD. The findings we make there then make their 

way back to the people through ParkinsonNet and pdp.” «

We can look at these components 
individually, starting with the NCER-PD 
research programme funded by the 
FNR. One of the projects in NCER-PD 
is to establish a cohort of people, who 
volunteer to work with the researchers 
to record a history of their state of 
health over a span of years. More than 
1000 people with and without Parkin-
son’s disease, have already signed up 
to take part in this cohort.

The findings from NCER-PD are im-
portant to develop new treatments for 
Parkinson’s disease, as Krüger explains. 
»Comprehensive and scientifically rigor-
ous data on the genetics, metabolism
and clinical symptoms of Parkinson’s
disease considerably increase our
chances of developing personalised,
tailored therapies for Parkinson’s pa-
tients in the future.«

The other component is ParkinsonNet 
Luxembourg, a collaborative network of 
physicians, therapists, researchers and 
patients. All too often, occupational 
therapists or physiotherapists have 
only little contact with the physician 
treating the patient and researchers 
typically have no contact at all with 
the patient. ParkinsonNet is all about 
changing that: »ParkinsonNet is 
bringing integrated patient care for 
Parkinson’s disease to Luxembourg,« 
Krüger says. 

Soon, Parkinson’s patients everywhere 
in the Grand Duchy will always receive 
the latest therapy developed from the 
latest knowledge. »This means our re-
search findings at the LCSB and from 
NCER-PD, too, will translate very quickly 

into a real benefit for the people in 
Luxembourg,« Krüger anticipates.

Naturally, it is equally important to 
strive for prevention – not just of Par-
kinson’s disease, but of all neurodegen-
erative diseases, including dementia. 
This is the mission of the Programme 
for Dementia Prevention (pdp), another 
component. Krüger coordinated the 
strategic reorientation of the pdp in 
2017. Supported by the Luxembourg 
Ministry of Health, the project aims at 
helping people to recognise and coun-
teract their risk factors for developing 
dementia.

»We know now that mild cognitive im-
pairment can be an early sign that some
form of dementia will develop later on,«
Krüger explains. »And we know very

precisely what risk factors indicate a 
greater likelihood that dementia will 
actually set in.« These include obesity, 
high blood pressure, poorly controlled 
diabetes, hardness of hearing, social 
isolation and physical inactivity.

People who are suspected of having 
mild cognitive impairment – meaning 
that their ability to perceive, to learn, to 
think or to recall has declined – may be 
referred by their doctor to pdp, where 
they will be carefully examined by neu-
ropsychologists like Dr. Jennifer Kemp. 
She identifies the individual risk factors 
and recommends measures by which 
the patients can counteract their risk 
of dementia. »For those who do a low 
amount of physical activity, perhaps 
joining sports lessons is what they need. 
Memory coaches can train affected 

people to increase their memory 
powers. We work together with many 
partners who offer different activities. 
We create a personalised dementia 
prevention programme for each indi-
vidual patient,« says Kemp.

»Doing this in cooperation with the
treating physicians guarantees that
the prevention programme will actually
have an effect, for example that blood
pressure is normalised,« Rejko Krüger
continues. The pdp team also keeps in
direct contact with the participants,
encouraging them to take the sug-
gested measures to reduce their risk
of dementia. Krüger concludes: »With
NCER-PD, pdp and ParkinsonNet, we
link research, prevention and care,
tackling neurodegenerative diseases
on all fronts.«

Luxembourg

www.parkinson.lu www.parkinsonnet.luwww.demence.lu
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Neuropathology

The Laboratoire National de Santé (LNS), the Luxembourg Institute 

of Health (LIH) and the LCSB have jointly established a new virtual 

research centre, the Luxembourg Centre of Neuropathology. 

This centre combines the three entities’ activities and represents 

the interface between fundamental research into neurodegenerative 

diseases at the LCSB and the more translational, neuro-oncological 

research of LIH. 

Thanks to the PEARL Chair programme 
of the Luxembourg National Research 
Fund (FNR), the centre has gained the 
expertise of Prof. Dr. Michel Mittelbronn, 
a specialist in diagnostic and transla-
tional neuropathology, who has been 
leading groups in all three entities since 
January 2017. In Mittelbronn’s research 
group at the LCSB, clinical pathological 
findings are translated into cell and 
animal models for Parkinson’s disease. 
The scientists are following such ap-
proaches to decipher the mechanisms 
involved in the onset of Parkinson’s dis-
ease and to later translate their basic 
laboratory findings into diagnostic 
and therapeutic applications. With its 

strategic alignment, Mittelbronn’s new 
group for neuropathology at the LCSB 
will boost the research activities in the 
field of neurodegenerative diseases. 

Another aim of the overarching Luxem-
bourg Centre of Neuropathology is to 
perform microscopic, protein-based and 
molecular pathological studies of tissue 
samples and autopsies, and to correlate 
the results with clinical data from the 
Luxembourg Parkinson Study and Lux-
embourg’s cancer register (Registre Na-
tional du Cancer). This new centre thus 
closes an important gap, given that the 
field of neuropathological diagnostics 
had never been broached before in Lux-

embourg. »So far, the patients’ samples 
have almost exclusively been sent 
abroad,« says Michel Mittelbronn who 
also heads the Department of anatomic 
and molecular pathology at LNS. Now 
we can perform these analyses inde-
pendently to ensure comprehensive 
care for patients in Luxembourg.« 

By closely intermeshing research and 
clinical application the new centre will 
enable the Luxembourg neuroscientists 
to translate scientific findings more 
quickly into medical application and 
guarantee optimal care for patients. 
»Patients can now consult us directly 
for advice regarding their pathological 

diagnoses,« Mittelbronn explains. 
»We have already been taken up on 
this offer, which has been very positi-
vely received by patients and clinical 
colleagues alike.« 

In his new position, Mittelbronn espe-
cially values the geographically und 
thematically close connection between 
the research institutes in Luxembourg. 
»That is one of the location’s big advan-
tages,« the neuropathologist is pleased 
to say. »For me, as a neuroscientist, it 
is also a privilege to be able to appraise 
the neuropathological diagnostics of an 
entire country. From an epidemiological 
perspective, that is highly exciting.« 

Prof. Dr. Michel Mittelbronn

Neuropathology‘s first 
steps in Luxembourg
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Strong support from 
behind the scenes

Supporting the teams

At the same time, the team handles 
the scientists’ correspondence, 
organises meetings, and helps to 
ensure every guest researcher or new 
member is quickly integrated into his or 
her respective group. »We take care of 
all the necessary internet access and 
office supplies, and thus prevent the 
researchers from losing valuable time,« 
says team member Christine Marszalek.

Making sure the researchers feel 
comfortable in their new groups 
involves more than just providing the 
right working conditions. Especially 
in an environment as international as 
the LCSB, it is important for guest 
researchers and scientists from other 
countries to feel welcome. »Therefore, 
we help them become acquainted with 
the foreign culture. Our motto is always 
the same: no question is too absurd to 
be answered,« Marszalek assures.

Behind every successful scientist 
there is always a strong team – and 
that goes for the LCSB as for any 
other institution. The team of seven 
secretaries works to ensure the 
scientists can concentrate fully on 
their research. »We keep the burden 
off the researchers’ shoulders by 
doing as much of the administrative 
work as possible,« says Aurélia 
Giovannangeli of the secretariat, 
whose responsibilities include travel 
expense accounting and organisation 
of meetings. »If there is any business 
trip coming up, for example, the 
colleagues need only to tell us where 
they need to go. We then take care 
of all the necessary bookings and 
documents, and help with calculating 
the travel expenses afterwards.« 
Each member of the secretariat is 
responsible for two to three research 
groups. 

There are special handbooks with tips 
and tricks about daily life at the LCSB, 
compiled over the years by the assistant 
team and others in conjunction with 
the head of the secretariat, Dr. Julia 
Kessler. To guarantee a smooth arrival 
for new members, the secretariat 
follows principles likes the »godparent 
process«, for example. This is where 
teams elect a colleague to take care 
of the newcomer and explain the ins 
and outs of working at the LCSB. It is 
certainly not only the scientists who 
appreciate this close cooperation, and 
working in an international environ-
ment: »It is very inspiring to be talking 
with a colleague from Iran and then 
immediately after to be called by a re-
searcher in Ecuador,« says Aurélia 
Giovannangeli. »It is also a good feeling 
to know that we are supporting scien-
tists who are fighting against diseases. 
It is very fulfilling teamwork.« 

HuMiX & BTech rewarded

In June 2017, Braingineering Technologies (BTech) and HuMiX 
– a start-up and a technology developed at the LCSB – were 
honoured with awards at the Luxembourg Healthcare Summit. 
BTech received the Healthcare Startup Award, HuMiX the Health-
care Research Award. BTech’s partners Prof. Dr. Jens Schwamborn, 
Dr. Silvia Bolognin and collaborators were recognised for their 
3D Brain-on-a-Chip technology used to screen for new drugs for 
treating neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s or Parkin-
son’s disease. The creation of BTech was supported by the Luxem-
bourg National Research Fund (FNR) through the PoC programme. 
The microfluidic device HuMiX is a disruptive technology developed 
by Ass. Prof. Dr. Paul Wilmes, Dr. Pranjul Shah and colleagues from 
the Eco-Systems Biology Group at the LCSB. It allows the study of 
interactions between bacteria in the gut and human intestinal 
cells. First held in 2014, the Luxembourg Healthcare Summit is 
a key event for idea exchange and networking for healthcare 
professionals and researchers in the country and beyond. 

The LCSB assistant team
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Raising the bar 
on the European stage

ERC Starting Grant

In most cases today, a drug will be pre-
scribed based on the experience and 
assessment of the treating physician. 
The physician’s prescription is very 
often right and helps the patient return 
to a healthier condition. But there are 
also cases where a person does not 
respond to a certain drug as desired, 
or experiences severe side effects. 
»We want to change that,« declares 
Thiele. »Our new computer models will 
therefore factor in the dietary habits of 
the individual patient and the compo-
sition of his or her bacterial gut flora, 

reaction to the drug. »Then, another 
drug that the patient would tolerate 
better could be prescribed from the 
beginning.«

The part of the project concentrating 
on Parkinson’s disease focuses on 
the patient’s dietary habits. Levodopa 
is the name of the substance that 
Parkinson’s patients take to alleviate 
tremors and other symptoms of the 
disease. »Levodopa is very similar to 
certain components of proteins that 
come from food and are also produced 
by the gut microbes. These compo-
nents and the drug compete in the gut 
for absorption into the blood, and in 
the brain for the brain tissue,« Thiele 
explains. »With the models that we 
are going to develop, we want to give 
nutritional recommendations to reduce 
the amount of these proteins in the 
diet and their production by the bac-
teria – and thus increase the body’s 
capacity to better absorb Levodopa.«

These intestinal cancer and Parkinson’s 
drugs are two active pharmaceutical 
ingredients that Thiele wants to study 
particularly intensively in the computer 
models she will be developing. »We will 
use these to prove that our method 
of computer-based, patient-specific 
tolerability testing is feasible,« Thiele 
says. »After that, however, we will widen 
the focus and build models for a total 
of 30 different drugs.«

Ines Thiele, who is also receiving 
ATTRACT funding from the Luxem-
bourg National Research Fund (FNR), 
is very well aware that Luxembourg’s 
favourable environment was important 
for her success with the ERC: »I am very 
grateful for the excellent support from 
the FNR’s ATTRACT programme and 
the great support I am getting at the 
LCSB,« Ines Thiele adds. »Both allowed 
me to establish an internationally com-
petitive research programme.«

In 2017, the LCSB did very well on the European stage: Ass. Prof. Dr. Ines Thiele received an »ERC Starting 

Grant« from the European Research Council (ERC). Thiele, head of the LCSB Molecular Systems Physiology 

Group, will receive 1.6 million euros from the ERC over the next five years. She will use this funding to develop 

computer models that will assist in the personalisation of treatment strategies for cancer or Parkinson’s 

disease, in order to enable tailored drug prescription for each individual.

the microbiome. There are important 
metabolic processes taking place in the 
gut determining the success or failure 
of a given drug treatment.« In order to 
determine the influence of the micro-
biome, Thiele will first concentrate on 
the action of a drug for treating intes-
tinal tumours, and then on another 
drug used to treat Parkinson’s symp-
toms. »The cancer drug we will study 
is both activated and detoxified in the 
liver,« Thiele says. »These two pro-
cesses ensure that, in most people, the 
drug arrives at the right dose at the 

tumour in the intestine. Some patients, 
however, have bacteria in the gut whose 
metabolic activity reactivates the de-
toxified fraction of the drug. The exces-
sive drug dose can then trigger severe 
diarrhoea.«

With the help of new computer models, 
that take into account the metabolic 
activity of the gut bacteria, Thiele and 
her team want to identify so-called 
biomarkers, substances in the blood of 
cancer patients that will indicate the 
elevated risk for having this adverse 

Ass. Prof. Dr. Ines Thiele
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Where surgery 
meets algorithms

Interventional Neuroscience

stimulation. This in turn facilitates the 
treatment of Parkinson’s patients. A 
new method called PaCER is already 
being used and is in great demand with 
the clinicians. With LCSB colleagues 
from the group of Prof. Dr. Jorge Gon-
çalves, they furthermore plan to employ 
intelligent, self-learning algorithms 
for individually adapting deep brain 
stimulation to the patient. Accordingly, 
they are cooperating with in-house ex-
perts in machine learning. The groups’ 

work has already led to several patent 
applications. »These new technologies 
have enormous significance for treating 
Parkinson’s disease, depression and 
chronic pain conditions,« Frank Hertel 
says. This can be seen from the 
interest that several companies have 
shown in their developments.

Hertel’s team is filled with ideas – such 
as developing a new method for auto-
matically detecting tumorous tissue 
during surgery. During a brain tumour 
operation, for example, the surgeon 
uses an exoscope to view the surgical 
site. A computer program could analyse 
the images and, at super speed, create 

LCSB where medical professionals, 
engineers and computer scientists 
work hand in hand. »The LCSB provides 
the ideal conditions with its interdis-
ciplinary alignment,« Hertel admits. 

He and his team develop multiple ap-
proaches. In deep brain stimulation, 
for example, the researchers are contin-
ually refining computer-aided planning 
and evaluation systems that ensure 
optimum control of the electrical 

Prof. Dr. Frank Hertel is highly sought after – in the laboratory and in 

the operating theatre. So it is never a surprise when he has to rush off 

because his expertise is needed at the operating table. Since 2008 he has 

been the head of neurosurgery at the Centre Hospitalier de Luxembourg 

(CHL) and he has been involved in research projects with the LCSB since 

2015. Over the course of 2018, his new research group on »Interventional 

Neuroscience« will start at the LCSB. One of the group’s main subjects will 

be deep brain stimulation and the team is already developing new scientific 

methods at the LCSB, ultimately for application in implants at the CHL. 

»Our aim is to detect brain diseases at earlier stages and more reliably – 

and to develop gentle therapies personalised to the patient«, Hertel says.

Hertel not only bridges the gap from 
bench to bedside but also, as a doctor 
of medicine with training in electrical 
engineering, unites two entirely 
different fields. Combining both, he is 
searching for new possibilities in the 
treatment of neurological diseases 
such as Parkinson’s, epilepsy and 
depression and for surgical methods 
for the therapy of brain tumours. And, 
as the neurosurgeon points out, where 
better to work than together with the 

a biochemical fingerprint of the tissue. 
This would reveal the precise outline 
of the tumour to the surgeon. »He can 
then remove the sick tissue and spare 
the healthy body substance,« Hertel ex-
plains. The technology is also expected 
to allow precise tumour diagnosis 
already in the operating theatre. Thus 
additional personalised treatments 
like radio-, chemo- or immunotherapy 
precisely to the patient and to employ 
them efficiently at an early stage. In 
this project, the team is cooperating 
intensively with scientists from the 
Luxemburg Institute of Health (LIH) 
and the Laboratoire National de Santé 
(LNS). »With such close collaboration 

between research in neurology and medi-
cal technology, patients will be able to 
benefit directly from the progress made 
in science,« Hertel stresses.

Hertel’s next project is to develop a non-
invasive method of deep brain stimulation. 
The goal is to eliminate the need for an 
implant and instead use externally applied 
electromagnetic fields to produce the im-
pulses in the brain – a method that would 
be much less of a burden to the patient 
than the conventional surgical approach.
Frank Hertel is convinced this is the right 
way to go. The technically versed surgeon 
and his team will continue working with 
dedication to help pave the way forward.

Prof. Dr. Frank Hertel
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Identifying vulnerable 
neurons in Parkinson’s 
disease

Systems Biochemistry

Oliveira’s research involved analysing 
experimental data from previously 
published studies and feeding those 
data sets into computational models. 
During his doctoral thesis at the LCSB, 
the Portuguese biochemist closely 
monitored traits in the embryonic 
development of neurons that ultimately 
settle down in different regions of the 
brain. Specifically, he focused on pecu-
liarities in the embryonic development 
of highly susceptible types of neurons 
that die off in the course of Parkinson’s 
disease. »All brain neurons originate 
from the same pool of stem cells. 
During development, these stem cells 
begin to acquire distinct development 
programs that are responsible for 
generating distinct lineages of neurons 
and ultimately the great variety of neu-
rons in the brain. These initial develop-
mental programs are mainly determined 
by regulatory proteins, the so-called 
transcription factors«, Oliveira explains. 
In his analyses, the researcher noticed 

Parkinson’s disease is a condition where neurons, nerve 

cells in the brain, die off selectively. Why this is so, and 

why only some neurons are affected, is what Dr. Miguel 

Oliveira investigated with the help of computer models 

during his PhD in the Systems Biochemistry Group at 

the LCSB. He concentrated in particular on studying 

how processes during embryonic development deter-

mine the fate of brain cells. This was in order to identify 

shared characteristics between neurons susceptible 

to degeneration in Parkinson’s disease. This approach 

could set an important milestone in our understanding 

of the disease and at the same time reveal important 

targets for treatment of the disease. 

32 • • •

Dr. Miguel Oliveira

that highly susceptible neurons seem 
to have something in common during 
their development: they require similar 
combinations of transcription factors.

»This new insight – the early similar 
priming of neurons leading to different 
cell lineages - could improve our under-
standing of why multiple symptoms 
appear during disease progression and 
why some appear in the early stages of 
the disease others only manifest in the 
long term«, Oliveira continues. This fact 
could never be reconciled with the long-
held belief that Parkinson’s disease 
only affects one specific region of the 
brain, and that neuronal death uniquely 
occurs in the so-called substantia nigra 
(black substance) of the brain. »In 
recent years, however, it has become 
clear that neurons also die off in many 
other regions of the brain. Our study 
supports some of this evidence, having 
shown that neurons from multiple, but 

specific, regions of the brain can be af-
fected.« This, the researcher continues, 
explains why many patients first exhibit 
a reduced sense of smell, for example, 
and suffer from sleep disorders in the 
early stages. Only later do the motor 
symptoms, such as the tremors, start 
to appear. 

As the next step, Oliveira and his col-
leagues in the Systems Biochemistry 
Group led by Dr. Ronan Fleming want to 
continue researching why Parkinson’s 
disease selectively affects those 
neurons that require a specific set of 
differentiation factors in their develop-
ment. »Once we have analysed this 
process more closely throughout the 
embryonic development of susceptible 
neurons, we might have a better under-
standing of how Parkinson’s disease 
selectively causes some neurons to die 
off, which might help us to identify the 
starting point of the disease,« Oliveira 

says. From this, it may be possible to 
derive new therapeutic approaches that 
could halt the progression of the dis-
ease. The results of the study appeared 
in the journal NPJ Parkinson‘s disease 
from the Nature publishing group. 
Oliveira’s research project is being 
funded by the Luxembourg 
National Research 
Fund (FNR). 
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(Pillow) fighting Parkinson‘s disease

It was fun for everyone and it was for a good cause: in 
September 2017, the multiple public pillow fights organised in 
front of the Grand-Ducal Palace in Luxembourg proved hugely 
popular. Throughout the afternoon, hundreds of visitors joined the 
LCSB team and the VIPs to send feathers flying up the air! »The 
pillow fights were a wonderful occasion to raise awareness of the 
significance of Parkinson’s disease and the necessity to continue 
researching it,« says Director of the LCSB Prof. Dr. Rudi Balling. 
The Rotary Clubs of Luxembourg have supported research in this 
field for many years, and were actively involved in organising the 
campaign together with the LCSB. To mark the 100th anniversary 
of the Rotary Foundation, the Rotarians sold pieces of a possibly 
record-breaking 100 metres »Baamkuch« layer cake. The proceeds 
from the campaign went to the National Centre of Excellence in 
Research on Parkinson’s Disease (NCER-PD). Scientists in 
NCER-PD are investigating new methods for the prevention, 
diagnosis and therapy of Parkinson’s Disease. 

Common paths for the LCSB 
and the Michael J. Fox 
Foundation 

Collaboration

son‘s Progression Markers Initiative 
(PPMI), thereby allowing targeted 
searches for biomarkers or genetic 
factors that are associated with 
Parkinson’s disease. In a similar initi-
ative, in conjunction with the National 
Centre for Excellence in Research on 
Parkinson’s Disease (NCER-PD), LCSB 
researchers together with partners 
from the Luxembourg Institute of 
health (LIH), the Centre Hospitalier de 
Luxembourg (CHL) and the Integrated 
Biobank of Luxembourg (IBBL) have 
established a cohort of Parkinson’s 
patients and healthy controls. The 
cohort will make it possible to stratify 
patients according to genetic and 
environmental factors, in order to 

At their meeting the two institutions 
agreed in particular to cooperate more 
closely in the areas of patient cohorts, 
microbiome research and translational 
bioinformatics. »We are delighted; now 
we will be able to benefit even more 
from the MJFF’s longstanding expe-
rience in the field of patient-centred 
research. Equally, our US colleagues 
signalled that they are very interested 
in our expertise in the field of micro-
biome research and our years of ex-
perience in handling high-dimensional 
data,« Ostaszewski says. 

Backed by excellent research funding, 
the MJFF has established extensive 
patient cohorts as part of its Parkin-

predict disease progression and thera-
peutic outcomes, working from a 
comprehensive set of clinical, neuro-
psychological and biological data. 
»In order to address a wider spectrum 
of scientific problems, the MJFF and 
the LCSB are currently harmonising 
their patient cohorts so that re-
searchers at both institutions can 
use them,« explains Prof. Dr. Rejko 
Krüger, clinical coordinator of NCER-
PD. »At the same time, this will allow 
the MJFF to validate the results of 
scientific studies on a larger pool of 
patient data.« 

The MJFF has furthermore indicated 
that it wishes to benefit from the 
longstanding expertise of the LCSB 
in the field of microbiome research. 
The research group of Prof. Dr. Paul 
Wilmes at the LCSB, that recently 
received a grant from the foundation, 
has demonstrated that the bacterial 
community in the gut of Parkinson’s 
patients is different, and thus could 
be involved in the onset of the disease. 
»So the MJFF is greatly interested 
in performing individual analyses of 
the microbiomes of patients, and 
integrating these data into the patient 
cohorts,« Ostaszewski states. 

In April, the visiting delegates from the Michael J. Fox Foundation (MJFF) met with 

the LCSB to make concrete plans to align strategies and further develop existing 

joint projects. »The MJFF delegation was deeply impressed by the progress the 

LCSB has made in the field of Parkinson’s research in such a short time, and is 

highly interested in intensifying the cooperation,« says Dr. Marek Ostaszewski, 

project manager in the Bioinformatics Core of the LCSB. 

Scan the QR-Code for 
video and more information
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Events 2017
Short stories from the LCSB
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PhD Days – 

A showcase for PhD students

Every year the Belval Campus hosts the PhD 

Days, a conference of the Doctoral School in 

Science and Engineering of the University of Luxem- 

bourg, organised by and for PhD students. The 2017 

edition gathered 123 participants who came to listen  

to talks by guest speakers from major research institutions  

worldwide and to talk to other PhD students about science  

and life in Luxembourg. This event was a showcase of the 

excellent biomedical and life science research being carried  

out by the PhD candidates in Luxembourg. It was also 

a great opportunity for the PhD students from the 

LCSB involved in the organisation committee to 

gain unique insights into science management 

and to sharpen practical skills in con- 

ference planning, budget handling  

and  communication.

An interdisciplinary 
conference to tackle digital healthcareOn 4-5 October 2017, the LCSB hosted its 4th Interna-

tional Systems Biomedicine Symposium. The conference  

successfully brought together around 150 participants  

from diverse backgrounds. Representatives from pharma-

ceutical and ICT companies, policy makers, innovators and re-

searchers from major academic institutions gathered to review  

the current status of data analytics and discuss challenges asso-

ciated with providing the right information to clinicians, patients and 

healthcare related stakeholders. The two days gave a good insight  

into the diversity of topics linked with digital health, starting with  

ethical and legal issues. Several talks brought into focus the chal-

lenges around privacy, data protection and the new European leg- 

islation (GDPR), while others tackled the role of patients and 

their empowerment through digitalisation. The range of 

scientific disciplines was very broad, ranging from phys- 

iology to neurology and oncology, and innovation 

was also on the agenda with several pre 

sentations by academics, start-ups  
and companies.

LCSB Team Retreat
The team retreat is the annual LCSB rendez- vous where everybody leaves the lab or the of-fice and gets to know each other better. This year, the 

135 participants spent an afternoon at the Moulin and 
got to try out some – let’s say unusual – activities. From 

sack race to team skiing and from Segway slalom to wheel- 
barrow challenge, 14 teams put their brains and muscles to-
gether to compete. This somewhat sporty, slightly muddy and 
certainly funny retreat ended with food, drinks and awards for 
the winning team and for the best posters from the morning 
scientific session.

Double outreach 

during the Science Festival

From 9 to 12 November, the Grund and its Neu-

münster Abbey turned into an incredible research lab, 

with more than 50 workshops for both children and adults. 

During the 2017 edition of the Science Festival, partici-

pants had the opportunity to talk to researchers and to 

take part in various scientific experiments. The LCSB was 

represented twice, with a stand dedicated to the Luxem-

bourg  Parkinson’s study (NCER-PD) and a Sherlock Holmes 

workshop run by the Scienteens Lab. At the NCER-PD stand, 

people could get a glimpse of the symptoms of Parkinson’s 

disease and the resulting challenges in the daily life of pa- 

tients through five different activities. The Scienteens Lab’s 

workshop invited the young visitors to follow in the foot-

steps of the great detective and to use science to 

solve a mystery. Information was also provided 

about the LCSB research programmes, 

clinical studies and workshops for 

budding researchers.

The 3rd edition of Art2Cure ended with a closing 

event on September 15. Twenty-five artists partici- 

pated in Art2Cure, familiar faces such as Sumo,  

Etienne Viard and Jhemp Bastin as well as younger, 

emerging artists like Daniel Lloyd. Several international 

guests were also featured including American multime-

dia artist Ben Marlowe and intaglio printmaking master 

Kazuko Watanabe. They exhibited some of their finest 

works of art and many pieces were sold for a good  

cause. As a result, a cheque for 30,000 EUR was pres- 

ented to the LCSB. The funds raised through the 

art sales will support two research projects 

in the fields of Parkinson’s disease and 
Zellweger syndrome, an incurable 

childhood disease.

Art2Cure: contemporary 
art, science and fundraising

Scan the QR-Code 

and watch the video
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55+25+7+5+5+2+1 60+23+14+3+0+0

51+33+12+2+261+24+10+5
Private 
Foundations
Service Clubs
Associations

Fundraising 

Donors

Parkinson‘s research
Rare disease research
Alzheimer‘s disease research
Education
Entrepreneurship

 

Cause

Facts and figures

2017 LCSB income (in kEUR) 2017 LCSB expenses (in kEUR)

13,150 (55,4%)

5,836 (24,6%)

1,607 (6,7%)

1,288 (5,4%)

401 (1,7%)

20 (0,1%)

University of Luxembourg 
Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR)
EU programmes
Funds for knowledge transfer
Further grants
Ministries
Fundraising
Industry cooperation

Wages
Operating expenses
Investments
Travel
Representation and registration
Sub-contracting

14,243 (60%)5,386 (22,7%)

3,346 (14,1%)

600 (2,5%) 65 (0,3%)

National grants in 2016

Project acronym Programme LCSB responsible Project coordinator 

Clinnova H2020 Spreading Excellence and 
Widening Participation

Rudi Balling, Reinhard Schneider, Rejko Krüger, 
Regina Becker, Françoise Meisch

Frank Glod, Fonds National de la 
Recherche, Luxembourg

BugTheDrug ERC Starting Grant Ines Thiele Ines Thiele, University of Luxembourg

GLIOTRAIN Marie Curie Actions Innovative 
Training  etworks

Reinhard Schneider Annette Byrne, Royal College of 
Surgeons, Ireland

PD-Strat ERACoSysMed Enrico Glaab Peter Heutink, German Center for Neuro-
degenerative Diseases (DZNE), Germany

MECHepi DFG Research Unit (FNR INTER) Roland Krause, Alexander Skupin Holger Lerche, Hertie Institute for Clinical 
Brain Research, University of Tübingen, 
Germany

moveIT EIT Health Rejko Krüger Jochen Klucken, University Hospital 
Erlangen, Germany

pc18/11 EMBO Practical Course Roland Krause

Project acronym Programme LCSB responsible Project coordinator 
(if applicable)

InTRinSIC FNR CORE Antonio del Sol

GoMiCo FNR CORE Paul Wilmes

CLOMICS FNR CORE Junior Paul Wilmes Magdalena Calusinka, LIST

MiRisk-PD FNR CORE INTER DFG Rejko Krüger, Anne Grünewald, Enrico Glaab, Patrick May

BrainOid FNR Proof-of-Concept Jens Schwamborn

iHuMiX FNR Proof-of-Concept Paul Wilmes

ImmoHuMiX FNR INTER Mobility Joanna Baginska

MD-CONNECT FNR INTER Mobility Antonio Lopez Escamez, Rudi Balling, Reinhard Schneider

MitoGBA FNR AFR PhD Isabel Rosety

UnMetXTalk FNR AFR PhD Loulou Peisl

BIGDATA2017 FNR RESCOM Rudi Balling

Science Festival 2017 FNR Science in Society Elisabeth John

Science Festival 2017 FNR Science in Society Sabine Mosch

ASTROSYS UL Internal Research Project TANDEM Antonio del Sol

HYMEPI UL Internal Research Project TANDEM Carole Linster

IL6longliv UL Internal Research Project TANDEM Reinhard Schneider

OptBioSys UL Internal Research Project Ronan Fleming

APSIS Personalized Medicine Consortium Reinhard Schneider Annette Kuehn, LIH

ChemoPest Personalized Medicine Consortium Rashi Halder Serge Haan, LSRU, 
University of Luxembourg

Mitepi-PD Personalized Medicine Consortium Anne Grünewald, Rejko Krüger, Carole Linster, Nicole Paczia

European grants in 2017

Project acronym Programme LCSB responsible

MiBiPa-PLUS Michael J. Fox Foundation Paul Wilmes

AdaML Michael J. Fox Foundation Rejko Krüger, Reinhard Schneider

International grants in 2017

106 (0,4%)

National grants in 2017

61%24%

10%

5%

51%

12%

2,5%2,5%

32%

1,093 (4,6%)

351 (1,5%)
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Key performance indicators

Personnel

Research groups: 17 

PEARL (active): 2 (2*)

ATTRACT (active): 4 (2)

Total staff: 238

Externally funded staff: 119

PhD students: 46

Nationalities: 54

External competitive funding °

Total: 60.98 M EUR

Fundraising °

Total: 3.2 M EUR

Publications

Total publications: 115

Publications IF>10: 11

Publications in 25% best of field: 69%**

Cumulative number of publications°: 598

Innovation

Patents: 21 °

Proof of concept: 6 (total 2.9 M EUR) °

Spin-offs active: 4

Collaborations 

Collaborative projects active till 2017: >410

Industrial partners in active projects: 48

* one jointly with other national partners

° cumulative (2009-2017)

** based on WoS

Scientific advisory board 

Participants 

Ron David Appel
Professor of proteomics and bioinformatics at the University of Geneva and executive director of the Swiss Institute of 
Bioinformatics, Geneva, Switzerland

Adriano Henney Secretary General Avicenna Alliance for Predictive Medicine, Tytherington, UK

Barta Maria Knoppers Director of the Centre of Genomics and Policy, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Human Genetics, McGill University, Canada

Maria Grazia Spillantini Professor of Molecular Neurology in the Department of Clinical Neurosciences at the University of Cambridge, UK

Olaf Wolkenhauer Chair in Systems Biology and Bioinformatics, Institute of Computer Science at the University of Rostock, Germany

LCSB organigram

Computational 
Biology

(A. del Sol)

Eco-Systems 
Biology

(P. Wilmes)

Enzymology 
& Metabolism

(C. Linster)

Medical Translational 
Research

(J. Schneider)

Systems 
Biochemistry

(R. Fleming)

Chemical 
Biology

(A. Crawford)

Enviromental 
Cheminformatics

(E. Schymanski)

Integrative
Cell Signalling

(A. Skupin)

Molecular Systems 
Physiology 

(I. Thiele)

Systems 
Control

(J. Gonçalves)

Safety
• Safety & Biosafety
• Quality assurance & SOPs

Infrastructure
(N. Bonjean)

Equipment
• Instrument care & purchase
• Technology platforms

Logistics
• Laboratory supplies
• Sample shipment
• Technical support

Infrastructure
• Facility management  

& development
• Lab coordination

Operations
(A. Vogler)

Communication
• External & Internal  

communication
• Event management

Finance & Grants
• Budget planning,  

reporting & control
• Grants services

Fundraising
• Donor acquisitions 

& management
• Charity events

Shared UL Functions °
• HR, IP, etc

Innovation & Partnering
• Business Development & Legal
• Technology transfer

Management & Strategy
• Secretariat
• Strategic planning
• Process management

Scienteens Lab
• Curriculum development
• Outreach to schools

Research Strategy
(F. Meisch)

Director’s office
• Personal assistant
• Scientific officer

LCSB Director
(R. Balling)

Bioinformatics 
Core

(R. Schneider)

Biomedical
Data Science

(E. Glaab)

ELIXIR-LU
(R. Schneider)

Clinical & Experimental 
Neuroscience

(R. Krüger)

Developmental 
& Cellular Biology

(J. Schwamborn)

Interventional 
Neuroscience

(F. Hertel*)

Molecular &
Functional Neurobiology

(A. Grünewald)

Neuropathology
(M. Mittelbronn**)

Biomedical Informatics
Head: R. Schneider

Deputy: V.P. Satagopam

Systems Biomedicine
Head: R. Balling

Deputy: P. Wilmes

Biomedical Translation
Head: R. Krüger

Deputy: J. Schwamborn

Scientific central services

Animal facilities 
Aquatics & Rodents

(R. Balling)

Bioinformatics 
services

(R. Schneider)

Imaging
(A. Skupin)

Metabolomics
(C. Linster)

Sequencing
(P. Wilmes)

January 2018
° in cooperation with responsible 

UL department

Experimental Groups Medical Groups Computational Groups Scientific services Support Groups

January 2018
* new group planned within 2018  

in cooperation with CHL
** in cooperation with LNS & LIH
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76+3+3+3+14+1

USA 
54 projects (6*)

Canada 
4 projects (1*)

Argentina
3 projects (1*)

Peru
1 project*

Brazil
3 projects (1*)

LCSB collaborations

77+5+10+8315 (76.8%)
43 (10.5%)

31 (7.6%)

Collaboration partners

21 (5.1%)

Academic

Mixed

Industry

Hospital

Germany  
115 projects (15*)

Estonia 
1 project*

Faroe Islands
1 project* Norway 

6 projects (4*)

Israel 
7 projects (2*)

Finland  
3 projects (1*)

Greece 
4 projects (2*)

Nigeria 
1 project*

Italy
10 projects (5*)

Sweden
13 projects (4*)

Luxembourg 
129 projects (11*)

India 
2 projects (1*)

China  
2 projects (1*)

Russia 
4 projects (1*)

Japan 
5 projects (2*)

Korea 
1 project*

Taiwan
1 project*

UK 
31 projects (14*)

France 
13 projects (4*)

Spain
11 projects (5*)

Portugal
5 projects (2*) 

Poland  
2 projects (1*)

Netherlands 
29 projects (9*)

Denmark
3 projects*

Belgium
12 projects (5*)

Switzerland
13 projects (4*)

Austria  
2 projects (1*)

Hungary 
3 projects (2*)

Romania 
1 project*

* Project within a 

multinational consortium

Ireland
4 projects (2*)

Singapore 
2 projects (1*)

New Zealand 
1 project*

Australia 
5 projects (3*) 

South Africa
2 projects (1*)

Awards 2017

Award Name

BVM-Award 2017 Florian Bernard

1st prize, Poster competition, »Data-driven Biotechnology - bench, bioreactor and bedside« conference Stefania Magnusdottir

Biomedicine award 2017 of the Doctoral School in Science and Engineering (DSSE) Marouen Ben Guebila

Healthcare Startup Award (Luxembourg Healthcare Summit) BTech

Healthcare Research Award (Luxembourg Healthcare Summit) HuMiX

FNR AWARDS for Outstanding Scientific Publication and Outstanding Research-driven Innovation Pranjul Shah and Paul Wilmes

Revolutionary Health Award - University Startup World Cup Alberto Noronha for Nutriomix

Lush Young Researcher Prize Anna Monzel

Tunisia
1 project*

Turkey
1 project*

Staff categories 2017

50+16+19+15119 (50%)

35 (14.7%)

46 (19.3%)
Researcher

Management

PhD student

Technician38 (16%)

Staff origins

202 (77.1%)

37 (14.1%)

7 (2.7%)

7 (2.7%)

8 (3%)

Europe
Africa
North America
South America
Asia
Oceania

1 (0.4%)

United Arab Emirates 
1 project

Slovakia  
1 project*

Czech Republik 
1 project*

Cyprus
1 project*
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Publications 2017
1. Alessandra Zanon, Sreehari Kalvakuri, 

Aleksandar Rakovic, Luisa Foco, Marianna Guida, 

Christine Schwienbacher, Alice Serafin, Franziska 

Rudolph, Michaela Trilck, Anne Grunewald, 

Nancy Stanslowsky, Florian Wegner, Valentina 

Giorgio, Alexandros A Lavdas, Rolf Bodmer, Peter 

P Pramstaller, Christine Klein, Andrew A Hicks, 

Irene Pichler, Philip Seibler. »SLP-2 interacts with 

Parkin in mitochondria and prevents mitochondrial 

dysfunction in Parkin-deficient human iPSC-derived 

neurons and Drosophila.«, Human Molecular Genetics 

(IF 5.34), 26 (13), 2412-2425. ISSN 09646906. DOI: 

10.1093/hmg/ddx132

2. Alessio Peracchi, Maria Veiga-da-Cunha, Tomiko 

Kuhara, Kenneth W Ellens, Nicole Paczia, Vincent 

Stroobant, Agnieszka K Seliga, Simon Marlaire, 

Stephane Jaisson, Guido T Bommer, Jin Sun, Kay 

Huebner, Carole L Linster, Arthur J L Cooper, 

Emile Van Schaftingen. »Nit1 is a metabolite repair 

enzyme that hydrolyzes deaminated glutathione.«, 

Proceedings Of The National Academy Of Sciences 

Of The United States Of America (IF 9.661), 114 

(16), E3233-E3242. ISSN 00278424. DOI: 10.1073/

pnas.1613736114

3. Amer Ashrafi, Pierre Garcia, Heike Kollmus, 

Klaus Schughart, Antonio Del Sol, Manuel 

Buttini, Enrico Glaab. »Absence of regulator of 

G-protein signaling 4 does not protect against 

dopamine neuron dysfunction and injury in the 

mouse 6-hydroxydopamine lesion model of 

Parkinson‘s disease.«, Neurobiology Of Aging (IF 

5.117), 58 30-33. ISSN 01974580. DOI: 10.1016/j.

neurobiolaging.2017.06.008 (In collaboration with 

Experimental Neurobiology; Computational Biology; 

Biomedical Data Science; Pierre Garcia)

4. Anchel De Jaime-Soguero, Francesco Aulicino, 

Gokhan Ertaylan, Anna Griego, Aniello Cerrato, 

Aravind Tallam, Antonio Del Sol, Maria Pia 

Cosma, Frederic Lluis. »Wnt/Tcf1 pathway restricts 

embryonic stem cell cycle through activation of 

the Ink4/Arf locus.«, Plos Genetics (IF 6.1), 13 (3), 

e1006682. ISSN 15537404. DOI: 10.1371/journal.

pgen.1006682 (In collaboration with Experimental 

Neurobiology; Computational Biology)

5. Andrea Scaramuzza, Carine de Beaufort, Ragnar 

Hanas. »Research into childhood-onset diabetes: 

From study design to improved management«, 

v-vi. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-40242-0, Publication 
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Thousands of journals, millions of papers – if you want to check through the masses of 
scientific publications for anything specific in the field of biomedicine alone, your only option 
is to use a search engine. But we are not talking about the classical ones like Google. To browse 
through scientific databases efficiently, scientists need tools that will look deep within the papers 
and identify key words such as the names of genes or mutations. And this still has to work even 
if the concepts have been described in plain language, and not in any standardised form. Venkata 
Satagopam, computer scientist at the LCSB, has developed such a tool, together with Prof. Dr. 
Burkhard Rost of Technical University Munich. It can identify variations of a sequence mentioned in 
different papers with a very high hit rate. »This makes it much easier to find papers that are important 
to one’s own research,« says Satagopam. His own paper sharing this result just so happens to be the 
500th paper from the LCSB. Pure coincidence, but nevertheless, congratulations! 
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